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CO2: CONTROLLED MASS HYSTERIA
By Dr Rigolf Hennig
Since the existence of
the earth, the climate
has changed constantly
and will continue to do
so - human influences
change little to nothing.
Nevertheless, in the
media, in politics and in
education the view is
promoted that manmade
emissions
of
carbon dioxide are the
alleged cause of the
currently
assumed
global warming process.
In the geological age of the "Quaternary" in which
we find ourselves, there have been several
consecutive cold periods called "ice ages", in
between warmer times, the "interglacial periods"
and it can be assumed that we are currently in
such an interglacial period.
There have also been regularly smaller climatic
fluctuations in human history.
From the Neolithic times to antiquity, repeated cold
periods led to migrations from the North and Baltic
Sea regions to the Mediterranean region.
In the Medieval Warm Period, from around 950 to
1250, temperatures were much higher than today.
The glaciers of the Alps and in east Greenland had
practically melted away; wine was grown in Norway
and olives in the Rhine valley. At that time there
was certainly no industrial CO2 involved, but today
this fact is often deliberately ignored. Before and
after this period it was significantly colder, so that
from 1300 to around 1800 it was referred to as the
“little ice age”.
In addition to many other scientists, the graduate
chemist and doctor of science, Dr Hans Penner,
proves that the comparatively minimal increase in
CO2 in the air, due to human influence, is not able
to change the climate. It is exactly the opposite:
increased solar radiation warms the oceans and
emits more carbon dioxide, which nevertheless
does not trigger "climate change" - and humans
cannot influence the constant fluctuating solar
irradiation.

Interested parties not only ignore the scientific
findings, but they also falsify the resulting data into
the exact opposite.
According to http://www.petitionproject.org/ in the
USA no fewer than 31 thousand scientists have
joined together in the "Global Warming Petition
Project" against the political agenda of man-made
global warming.
On 22 August 2019, the Supreme Court in British
Columbia, Canada, rejected the lawsuit of
paleoclimatologist Prof Michael Mann against his
colleague, climate sceptic, Dr Tim Ball. Prof Mann
had accused Dr Ball of "extensive manipulation in
his research" – see in above link the "Hockey stick"
diagram for Ball’s correct calculations.
The question now arises who are the man-made
climate change promoters and what is their aim.
Even underprivileged people have noticed that
powerful forces are working in the background,
often stronger than state authority. The terrifying
thing is that those behind-the-scene forces
obviously have a firm grip, perhaps with the
exception of the Russian and Chinese, on the
Vatican, the EU, the UN and, alongside numerous
governments, the world media.
It is striking that names such as Soros, Rockefeller,
Goldmann Sachs and Al Gore appear again and
again in the CO2 scam – as well as in the controlled
migration disaster.
Now the CO2 campaign is easily recognized as a
business model with gigantic CO2 emissions
trading, CO2 taxes. With the resulting media hype
the real aim, the deadly danger of the
extermination
of
peoples
through
foreign
infiltration, is globally suppressed. Children and
students are used to promote the hidden agenda –
but the aim is much more complex.
If the "climate targets" of the FRG, the EU and the
UN are actually implemented - and with the exit
from coal and nuclear power they are fully
implemented - then not only will the price of
electricity increase dramatically, but then the
industrial powerhouse "Germany" and the whole of
Europe will collapse. And thus, with the help of Mrs
Merkel and Co., the Morgenthau Plan will become a
reality, which means that Central Europe will turn
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into an agricultural state with the loss of 30 - 50%
of its population.
However, an agricultural state can no longer pay
CO2 taxes, and flooding Europe with a few hundred
million immigrants, primarily from Africa, according
to the United Nations' plans, would mean the
complete breakdown of Europe - a calculation that
a preschool child can handle. So what is behind this
madness?
Here we have seriously to consider the final goal of
“those” behind the scenes.
In the early 1920s, Count Coudenhove-Kalergi, the
founder of the Paneuropean Union, already
informed us that the future race of Europe is
supposed to be a mixed Eurasian-Negroid race with
limited IQ, easily managed by a Jewish aristocracy.
Prince Phillip of England wishes the world
population to decrease to one billion and the
Georgia Guidestones informed us in 1979 of the
intention to reduce the number of people on this
earth to 500 million.
So after a realization of those plans, there would be
between 500 million and a billion multiracial people
with limited intelligence potential left in the world,
led by an all-dominating, small group of people
who would then be omnipotent.

certain extent, if it weren't for the impending
flooding of the continent by non-residents. Against
this background the population decline begins
ahead of normal time and thereby causes the
extermination of the indigeneous population.
The CO2 fraud is a means to an end for "those":
- to make huge profits first,
- then destroy the industrialized countries,
- at the same time distract from the annihilation of
indigenous peoples through induced migration,
- to finally be able to rule the rest of the world
undisturbed.
These obvious findings are dismissed
interested party as "conspiracy theories".

by

the

The idealism of students - children - is shamelessly
abused (Greta is also a victim of abuse), and all
options for influencing opinion are used ingeniously
and ruthlessly to the degree of being insane and, if
necessary, one does not shy away from violence.
In the meantime, a movement called "extinction
rebellion" has been launched worldwide, as if by
magic, which is driving the CO2 frenzy with
psychological terror.

This group could live and rule comfortably and
safely. That sounds crazy and it is, but the ongoing
implementation can no longer be overlooked.

The answer to the worries in this world of finite
supplies is not a "back to the Stone Age", but the
opposite: quality over quantity, that is, research
and progress at all levels, to enable humanity to
thrive in the environment.

The obstacle to “those” are the white people and
especially the German people. It is actually futile to
demand that this madness be stopped immediately
- but how can this be achieved?

It’s dangerous to wake the lion,

Very likely these powers will destroy themselves,
which, however, must not prevent the peoples,
especially the Germans, to fulfill their obligations to
their own survival. We don't know what damage
these evil powers will cause before their downfall.
What is certain is that whoever violates the laws of
nature will fail. Mixing races and peoples that have
arisen in the toughest selection for tens of
thousands of years is such a violation.

The increased human population will only survive, if
it sees itself as part of the environment and acts
accordingly.
the tiger's tooth is pernicious,
but the most horrible of horrors
is the delusional Mensch!
- Friedrich von Schiller

------------------------------More about heroic Dr Rigolf Hennig’s fight for TRUTH in
German history:

In the meantime, “those” are still extremely
dangerous, especially if they sometimes follow
sensible and future-oriented paths.
So, their most recent statement that infinite
economic growth is impossible on a planet with
finite supplies is entirely correct. Even the demand
for a drastic reduction in the “mass of people” on
earth is deeply justified - but not through wars,
artificially induced hunger and epidemics.
In cases of overpopulation of animals and the
overpopulation of Europe itself with its permanent
population decline, proves that Nature is in a
position to heal itself. This would be welcomed to a

*https://www.bild.de/regional/bremen/bremenaktuell/
rigolf-hennig-83-verurteilt-20-monate-auf-bewaehrungfuer-holocaust-leugner-60744480.bild.html
*
https://www.weserkurier.de/region/niedersachsen_arti
kel,holocaustleugneraufderanklagebank_arid,1578094.ht
ml
* https://www.kreiszeitung.de/lokales/verden/verdenort47274/monateschonwiedervolksverhetzung10209361.
html
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Fredrick Töben: When it comes to the “Jewish
problem”, I tend to rely on one of German philosopher
Martin Heidegger’s concise maxims wherein he denies a
racial origin of Judaism, and points to a cultural origin
mix where sophistry reigns supreme:

The Jews, with their marked gift for
calculating, live, already for the longest time,
according to the principle of race, which is
why
they
are
resisting
its
consistent
application with utmost violence.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------From: "Gerd Ittner" gerhardittner@web.de
Date: 26 January 2020 at 09:23:11 ACDT
To: "Gerhard Ittner" gerhardittner@web.de

Subject: Volkstrauertag und
Weltnetztrolle

Zum Video von Ernst Cran und mir zum
Volkstrauertag
im
vergangenen
Jahr
https://youtu.be/g6FGfSzAPNA - wurde, als
billige und leicht durchschaubare Provokation,
wieder ein "Stichelkommentar" abgegeben, vom
selben Weltnetztroll "Frank Weberknecht", der
Nämliches erst zu meinem Video über die
Soldatengräber im Steigerwald getan hatte.
Womöglich gehört er ja zu Anetta Kahanes, oder zu
einer anderen solchen antideutschen Truppe.
Hier sein Kommentar sowie meine Antwort darauf:
*

Frank Weberknecht:
Sie haben ja so Recht, lieber Herr Ittner! Man sollte
nie vergessen, dass diese armen Jungen für nichts
und wieder nichts umgekommen sind! Sie hätten
gut daran getan, zu desertieren!
*

Gerd Ittner
Was das Desertieren betrifft, gebe ich Ihnen Recht,
wenn es um die BRD ginge - von der sich ja auch
immer mehr im Deutschen Volk entsprechend
abwenden. Jedoch wenn es um einen deutschen
Staat des Deutschen Volkes geht, für welches und
für einen solchen diejenigen, welcher hier im Video
gedacht wird, gekämpft haben, so war desertieren
nur Trägern einer jener aufrechten deutschen
Männer fremden Gesinnung eine Option, wo es um
die Verteidigung der Freiheit des Deutschen
Reiches
und
Volkes
in
einem
diesem

aufgezwungenen Vernichtungskrieg ging, und
deshalb kam solches auch nur sehr selten vor.
Bezeichnenderweise gibt es aus dem Deutschen
Volk heraus auch keine Gedenkveranstaltungen für
solche Deserteure (und selbst von der "Antifa" und
ähnlichen Gestalten ist mir kein Video bekannt, wo
sie, wie Ernst Cran und ich und viele andere
unserer deutschen Helden gedenken, Deserteuren
gedächten). Wie überhaupt das, worüber die
"Offiziellen" der BRD ihre aufgesetzten, merkwürdig
seelenleeren, jeder Herzenstiefe ermangelnden
"Betroffenheitsrituale" roboterhaft abziehen, die
ganz große Mehrheit des Deutschen Volkes
schlichtweg nicht interessiert - und immer noch
weniger interessiert. Ja, wo die Stimmung im Volk
bereits in eine ganz andere Richtung umschlägt.
Auch machen sich durchaus immer mehr Menschen
so
ihre
Gedanken,
was
von
einer
Geschichtsdarstellung zu halten ist, bezüglich
welcher die Meinungsfreiheit abgeschafft ist, eine
offene Diskussion per Sondergesetz hysterisch
unterbunden wird und das Stellen kritischer Fragen
und das Vorbringen und Begründen von Zweifeln
für Dissidenten selbst noch im hohen Alter zu
Gefängnisstrafen führt. - Also zu Zuständen einer
Diktatur gegen Andersdenkende, welche selbst
diejenige in der DDR in ihrem Ungeist noch
übertrifft, wo man keine 91jährige Dissidentin, wie
Ursula
Haverbeck,
und
keinen
84jährigen
schwerkranken Dissidenten, wie Horst Mahler, und
überhaupt niemand in einem solchen hohen Alter
einzig und allein wegen des Äußerns deren
Ansichten als politische Gefangene im Kerker hielt.

__________________________________________________
>>Defaming the Memory of the Dead<<
§130 of Germany’s Criminal Code …

- only applies to those who question the veracity of the
official Holocaust narrative, which Revisionists have
proven has been constructed by those who are either
liars or ignorant of the physical facts of their assertion
that
Germans
during
WW
Two
systematically
exterminated – in homicidal gas chambers – millions of
Jewish people.

The law – §130 – still vigorously applied to living
“perpetrators”, is now applied also to those dead who
have newly been accused of having participated in this
fictitious form of murder/”genocide”!
When will they let the dead rest?
***
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Former German soccer president sent hundreds to
die in Auschwitz

his Nazi past when it holds its members’ meeting on Sunday.

By Ciaran Fahey 26 January 2020, 2:17 am

“It is an exemplary and important signal, how Eintracht
Frankfurt is facing up to this responsibility this weekend,” Keller
said.

BERLIN (AP) — The German soccer federation says its former
president Felix Linnemann was directly responsible for sending
several hundred people to be murdered at the Auschwitz
extermination camp.

Many clubs and fan projects, from the Bundesliga to the third
division, will remember the atrocities of Nazi Germany with
various campaigns and announcements in and around games
this weekend as part of the “Never Again” initiative.

The DFB said on Friday that Linnemann, who led the federation
from 1925 to 1945, “was directly involved in the registration of
Sinti and Roma as the head of the Hannover Criminal Police
control center, which was the preliminary stage for their
deportations to Auschwitz. Several hundred people are said to
have been deported to the extermination camp and killed there
on the basis of a direction signed by Linnemann.”

*
https://www.timesofisrael.com/former-germansoccer-president-sent-hundreds-to-die-in-auschwitz/

Monday marks 75 years since the liberation of Auschwitz and
the DFB has been promoting and supporting Holocaust Memorial
Day.
“This year, since more than 20,000 Sinti and Roma murdered in
Auschwitz are also being commemorated in addition to the
many Jewish victims, we feel a special responsibility,” DFB
President Fritz Keller said, referring to Linnemann’s actions.
“This incredible horror, this unprecedented suffering, that was
inflicted on people is all the more painful because football, which
today stands for understanding and diversity and opposes
racism and discrimination, did
not oppose it at that time. Quite
the opposite: it was complicit,”
Keller said.
“That’s why it is our special duty
to ensure that these crimes are
never
forgotten.
Especially
today, because not everyone in
Germany wants to remember
them anymore. We owe it not
only to the millions of victims,
but
also
to
the
coming
generations.”
Keller praised Eintracht Frankfurt
for its plan to posthumously
remove the title of honorary
president for Rudolf Gramlich for
Felix Linnemann (DFB)

***
* Al Gore Spreads Climate Fear in Davos: 'This Is
Thermopylae, Dunkirk, 9/11'
***
*
https://conservativebrief.com/trump-goes-nucleartrashes-greta-thunberg-to-her-face-19035/
***
George Soros’ $1 billion pledge to fight ‘nationalism’
proves he will continue his political battles from beyond
the grave
* https://www.rt.com/op-ed/479139-george-sorosuniversity-legacy/
***
Putin Grovels in Israel About a 'Holocaust' that Never
Happened, In Front of a People Who Genocided the
Russians
*
https://russia-insider.com/en/putin-grovels-israelabout-holocaust-never-happened-front-people-whogenocided-russians/ri28215
***
Nazi Crimes Have No Statute of Limitations, Culprits' Age
Irrelevant - Auschwitz Committee
*https://sputniknews.com/world/202001241078126946
-nazi-crimes-have-no-statute-of-limitations-culprits-ageirrelevant---auschwitz-committee/
***
Jim Takes Issue with the LYING LIPSTADT Jan 24, 2020
Deborah Lipstadt's Hoax Nonsense
*https://www.bitchute.com/video/NgoJjeBLvvNT/
***
*
https://russia-insider.com/en/israel-us-are-trackmurder-6-million-yemen-real-holocaust-not-fake-onenever-happened-ww2/ri28208#disqus_thread
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animals,
as
Pascoe
promotes.
Australian
indigenous animals are
not
capable
of
supporting
human
settlements
and
my
people had no need to
settle in one place
because
we
were
content
living
in
harmony with nature
and travelling by foot
from sacred place to
sacred place.

BRUCE PASCOE SCANDAL:
YOLNGU NOW DENOUNCE THIS
'ABORIGINAL HISTORIAN', TOO
Andrew Bolt, January 26, 2020 7:45am
Now the Yolngu of Arnhem Land join other
Aboriginal groups in denouncing "Aboriginal
historian" Bruce Pascoe and his fake history that
Aborigines were settled farmers, living in "towns"
of "1000 people" with "animal pens. Elder Terry
Yumbulul writes:
There are no ancient creation stories in our
heritage about Aboriginal settlements and there is
no evidence of it in our art, languages or songlines.
It would have been impossible for my people to
have built wells, silos, houses and yards to pen

Terry Yumbulul

Our people also find it insulting so many prominent
Aboriginal leaders have supported Pascoe and his
theories. Among them is the Hon Ken Wyatt AM
MP, the Minister for Indigenous Australians who has
said he could ask for the resignation of members of
his advisory council and continued, 'the Pascoe
debate is led by one of our own, which is a pity
because it's being played out publicly. It is
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something that
communities.'

we

should

deal

with

within

Other Aboriginal leaders also support Pascoe's
attempt to change our valued Aboriginal culture
and histories. Professor Marcia Langton AO said
Dark Emu, 'is the most important book on Australia
and should be read by every Australian', at the
same time she insults Yolnga men and women and
other Aboriginal nations. During a recent interview
on NTV, Professor Langton reiterated Pascoe's
Aboriginal ancestry had been settled years ago and
she reaffirmed the credibility of Dark Emu. Many
employees of the Indigenous units at our national
broadcaster the ABC, SBS and NTV have also
supported Pascoe publicly. All of these people
should know better.
We are also mystified and hurt by the fact the
Commonwealth government appears not to be
concerned about Young Dark Emu being distributed
to pre school and primary school children. The
government also appears unperturbed about
Pascoe's promotion of the theory Aboriginal people
lived in settlements and practiced Aboriginal
agriculture. We are also upset the government
does not appear to care about the Pascoe claims
and/or acknowledge the fact his claims could affect
Aboriginal people and/or cause concerns about our
ancient cultures, our ancient traditions, our
precious stories, our beliefs and our children.
Our people have asked us to call for an
investigation into Bruce Pascoe, his claim to
Aboriginal ancestry and the financial benefits he
and his businesses have derived from claiming
Aboriginal ancestry he has been unable to verify.

The Yolgnu now join Victoria's Boonwurrung Land &
Sea Council, the Aboriginal Land Council of
Tasmania and members of the Yuin tribe of NSW in
denying Pascoe's claims to be Aboriginal,
descended from Boonwurrung, Tasmanian and Yuin
tribes. They also deny his claims (promoted by the
ABC) that Aborigines were farmers, and not huntergatherers.
They are also protesting the ultimate colonisation where whites now assume Aboriginal identity for
themselves, rewrite Aboriginal history and deny
Aborigines even the right to determine who is in
their tribe.
The Left is cleansing tradition Aboriginal culture
and tribes from the records. All this is cheered on
by the ABC, the national broadcaster.
Here is Terry Yumbulul's full response in his "Letter
to the Australian people from the
traditional owners of Arnhem Land clans":

Yolngu

Dear Australia,
We are Yolngu leaders and the traditional owners of
the Yolngu indigenous lands of the north eastern
third of Arnhem Land in the Northern Territory.
These days the majority of Yolngu people live in the
communities
of
Milingimbi,
Ramingining,

Galiwin’ku, Gapuwiyak and Yirrkala, however many
others live on outstations which are small remote
communities situated on important homelands
belonging to different clans. There are more than
30 clans and each has its own language. Yolngu
means Aboriginal person in our languages.
We the leaders feel it is our duty to inform the
Australian people about the fact we are insulted
and upset about the claims made by Bruce Pascoe
(and his supporters) in his books Dark Emu and
Young Dark Emu. Pascoe argues Aboriginal people
were not hunter and gatherers. Equally disturbing,
is the fact Pascoe has chosen black or dark emu for
the title of his books. This is insulting to our people
because black or dark emu is a reference to men
and women business for our clans. Our people find
Pascoe's book titles disrespectful and profoundly
offensive. A similar insult can be applied to
Pascoe's use of the umbarra or black duck used for
the title of his bush food business enterprise, Black
Duck Foods. We understand the sacred Yuin
umbarra or black duck image has also been
appropriated by Pascoe for business purposes and
the totem of the Bakandji people located in western
New South Wales is the emu or kalthi and the
Bakandji elders have highlighted its use is
disrespectful to their people. Animals are sacred to
our people and all Aboriginal nations.
We would like to take this opportunity to explain a
little about our Yolngu culture to the Australian
people.
The Yolngu people are able to discern from
language, art, song and dance which part of the
land someone belongs to. Each territory has a
history which has been encoded in our stories, our
songs and in languages belonging to place. Our
land links people to totemic species such as plants,
animals and physical phenomena and our ancestors
passed on sacred designs, some of which are secret
containing secret meanings. These designs have
been painted on bodies, carved and painted on
sacred objects, moulded into the earth and more
recently, painted with ochres and acrylics on bark
and canvas. Our stories, songs and art specify the
differences and connections between groups and
more.
Relationship to country varies between the many
Australian Aboriginal nations but there are
similarities. Our Yolngu people believe the body
provides a central constellation in the constitution
of country and group. This means the Yolngu or
wangarr ancestors imposed their presence on the
person as well as on other species and entities. In
other words, our ancestors are believed to be
objectified in our land, waters and sky which is
composed of the substances of our ancestors or
made from their fat, flesh, blood or faeces.
Ethnographic scholars have explained this as, 'the
journeys ancestral beings created'. In other words,
our ancestors formed the landscape and the routes
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our ancestors took became the waterways, tree
lines and sandbanks. Where our ancestors cut
trees, valleys were formed. Where they dug in the
ground, water flowed and springs were formed.
Where they bled, ochre deposits were created and
where they died, hills and rock formations
remained. Therefore our ancestors have formed the
shape of the landscape which is believed to have
remained as evidence of their actions and their
continual spiritual presence.
Yolngu stories tell of our wangarr ancestors who
traveled from place to place on foot, by raft or
canoe, in flight or underground. On their journeys
our
ancestors
foraged,
camped,
defecated,
menstruated, copulated, gave birth to the
forerunners of groups, performed ceremonies and
encountered and fought with other beings.
According to Yolngu beliefs, we gain our identity,
being and powers from the wangarr (ancestors),
who not only gave birth to our forebears but also
created the means of continued reproduction by
leaving the mali or wungirli (image) or djamarrkuli
(children) who enter women when they become
pregnant. We believe when a person dies, their
spirit returns to the waters in the their country, the
domain of the wangarr ancestors, to a land of the
dead over the sea and/or to heaven (the spirit
home of 'god wangarr'). During disinterment and
reburial rites, the bones of the dead are
reincorporated into country and the body of the
ancestor in its manifestation as a hollow log coffin.
Thus the ba:purru relationship of person to place is
caused by ancestral creation groups, the ancestral
origin of being, the embodiment of ancestors in
country and the reenactment of ancestral events in
ceremonies in which people identify themselves as
ancestors or as yirralka or dhawal, as the homeland
or place of birth.
Every person is responsible for learning and
maintaining clan business and we also have an
important role looking after our mother clan
business. In our group, the yothu is the caretaker
or manager of his or her Yindi land ceremonies,
paintings et al. In many Yolngu languages, this
caretaker is called djuŋgaya. The djuŋgaya is
consulted about use of his or her mother clan land
and resources and this must be satisfied with the
performance of its ceremonies. Yothu Yindi is an
important concept which maintains the practice of
Yolngu culture, thanks to the ongoing cooperation
between moieties.
You will likely know of the rock band Yothu Yindi.
The band sang many Yolngu songs which came
from the Miwatj in its membership. If you have
wondered about the name of the group, it was
chosen because it promoted an important concept
of Yolngu life and it reflects the relationships of the
original Yolngu band members.
There are no ancient creation stories in our
heritage about Aboriginal settlements and there is

no evidence of it in our art, languages or songlines.
It would have been impossible for my people to
have built wells, silos, houses and yards to pen
animals, as Pascoe
promotes.
Australian
indigenous animals
are not capable of
supporting human
settlements
and
my people had no
need to settle in
one place because
we were content
living in harmony
with nature and
travelling by foot
from sacred place
to sacred place.
Bruce Pascoe

Our people also find it insulting so many prominent
Aboriginal leaders have supported Pascoe and his
theories. Among them is the Hon Ken Wyatt AM
MP, the Minister for Indigenous Australians who has
said he could ask for the resignation of members of
his advisory council and continued, 'the Pascoe
debate is led by one of our own, which is a pity
because it's being played out publicly. It is
something that we should deal with within
communities.' Other Aboriginal leaders also support
Pascoe's attempt to change our valued Aboriginal
culture and histories. Professor Marcia Langton AO
said Dark Emu, 'is the most important book on
Australia and should be read by every Australian',
at the same time she insults Yolnga men and
women and other Aboriginal nations. During a
recent interview on NTV, Professor Langton
reiterated Pascoe's Aboriginal ancestry had been
settled years ago and she reaffirmed the credibility
of Dark Emu. Many employees of the Indigenous
units at our national broadcaster the ABC, SBS and
NTV have also supported Pascoe publicly. All of
these people should know better.
We are also mystified and hurt by the fact the
Commonwealth government appears not to be
concerned about Young Dark Emu being distributed
to pre school and primary school children. The
government also appears unperturbed about
Pascoe's promotion of the theory Aboriginal people
lived in settlements and practiced Aboriginal
agriculture. We are also upset the government
does not appear to care about the Pascoe claims
and/or acknowledge the fact his claims could affect
Aboriginal people and/or cause concerns about our
ancient cultures, our ancient traditions, our
precious stories, our beliefs and our children.
Our people have asked us to call for an
investigation into Bruce Pascoe, his claim to
Aboriginal ancestry and the financial benefits he
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and his businesses have derived from claiming
Aboriginal ancestry he has been unable to verify.

Yours sincerely,

The land selected Josephine Cashman for a
leadership role and she has benefited from a
Yolnga discipline ceremony to prepare her for a
leadership role. Josephine is the only woman to
have done so. We call her the connector and her
Yolgna name is Bomba Marika (or the butterfly).
She has sacred medicine women protecting her and
therefore she is unafraid to walk alone.

Tribal Chief of the Waramiri people

Terry Yumbulul,
on behalf of the traditional owners of Arnhem Land
clans
on behalf of the Yolngu people.
*https://www.heraldsun.com.au/blogs/andrewbolt/bruce-pascoe-scandal-yolngu-now-denouncethisaboriginalhistoriantoo/newsstory/07f8fd7484f1fd579
7df03f45362d225

__________________________________________________
… the Climate change narrative is copying the Holocaust-Shoah narrative? – to question the narrative?

DENIER – DENIER – DENIER – DENIER – DENIER – DENIER – DENIER!

1984 was not an instruction manual:
Trying to memory-hole ‘climate hysteria’
will only create more climate change
skeptics
Helen Buyniski is an American journalist and
political commentator at RT.
Follow her on Twitter @velocirapture
23 - 25 Jan, 2020 06:43
Environmental

organizations

protest
against
the
commissioning
of
the
North Rhine Westphalian
power plant in Germany,
January 24, 2020. The
placard
reads
"The
climate crisis is killing!"
© Reuters / Wolfgang
Rattay

Germany’s
literary
establishment has declared a moratorium on the phrase
“climate hysteria.” No wonder “climate denial” is
epidemic – there’s no better way to convince people
something’s not real than making belief mandatory.
An annual ritual by German linguists and journalists to
exile a term from the language subjected the term
“klimahysterie” (“climate hysteria”) to the linguistic
equivalent of burning at the stake earlier this month,
naming it the “un-word of the year” because it “defames
climate protection efforts and the climate protection
movement, and discredits important discussions about
climate protection.”

One might think that painting the climate debate in black
and white – evil “climate deniers” versus saintly Greta
Thunberg and her Extinction Rebellion carbon cult –
would be more discrediting to the climate protection
movement than begging for some realism from a
narrative that is rapidly taking on religious trappings.
Implying the keening end-of-timers gluing themselves to
trains at rush hour are just as rooted in clear-eyed
science as legitimate climatologists is frankly insulting to
the latter, and implying both are too sacred to be
described with a term like “hysteria” harms the
environmental cause far more than any slick oil industry
PR.
By trying to shame the concept of “climate hysteria” out
of existence, the establishment is simply drawing more
attention to it. Smearing those who are merely pointing
out an unscientific tendency in a supposedly scientific
movement only encourages more people – including

those who were on the fence about the climate issue
before – to question the entire narrative. With Thunberg
herself at Davos for a second year in a row, testily
reminding the international ruling class that “our house is
still on fire,” it’s impossible not to notice that there’s a bit
of irrationality in the air. While she herself once said
“listen to the science,” a multi-billion-dollar hysteriadriven vaporware economy has arisen at the same time,
proclaiming “listen to Greta.” Carbon offset firms, green
branding agencies, “sustainability consultants,” the
notorious ‘green social network’ We Don’t Have Time that
shot Thunberg herself to stardom – none of these would
exist without “climate hysteria,” as they provide no value
to a society not in its grip. An official diktat declaring it
doesn’t exist merely adds weight to all criticisms of the
climate change movement, whether or not they have
merit.
There’s no faster way to convince someone a narrative is
false than to make belief in it mandatory.

And carbon-centric anthropogenic climate change is
quickly taking on this level of gravitas – Soros-funded
nonprofit Avaaz has declared war on so-called “climate
denial,” releasing a report accusing YouTube of “driving
its users to climate misinformation” that attempts to
shame advertisers into pulling their money from the
platform until it starts de-platforming (or at least hiding
videos from) those pesky “deniers.”
The use of the word “denier” is deliberately meant to
elicit an emotional response. Many of the wrongthinkperpetrators Avaaz takes issue with don’t deny the
climate is changing, and some would agree that human
activity plays a role in this change.
However, the slightest difference of opinion is framed as
heretical, and the perpetrator placed in the “climate
denier” camp. Such a divisive approach naturally makes
people more curious about those who have been
smeared as “deniers.” If the narrative managers are
trying to shame us for questioning the wisdom of
prosecuting meat-eaters for “ecocide,” or stamping
global corporations like Bayer-Monsanto as “net zero”
carbon emitters as a reward for their voracious appetite
for carbon offsets, the reasoning goes, what else are
they lying to us about?
Independent-minded individuals wonder why so much
energy is being spent to discredit people who find fault
with the prevailing climate change orthodoxy. Most
wrong ideas are merely ignored – no one wastes time
campaigning against flat-earth videos, for example – so
surely, they reason, “climate deniers” must be a threat to
the status quo. From the crumbling Douma gas attack
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narrative, still defended in the mainstream media, to
Russiagate, to ‘weapons of mass destruction,’ flimsy
establishment narratives have been shored up by
demonizing
their
opponents
(as
“Assad
apologists,”“useful idiots,” and “Saddam apologists,”
respectively) because the narrative managers know they
cannot win an argument with their critics. If climate
change proponents are making a conscious decision to
throw their lot in with these epistemologically bankrupt
charlatans, they shouldn’t be surprised when “climate
change denial” becomes epidemic.

wording’ treatment for 2019. “Old white men,”“flight
shame,” and, yes, “climate deniers” all got more votes –
the ritual is open to public comment in the spirit of
democracy – but all three were mysteriously disqualified
by the five-person linguistic-journalistic panel for
violating the selection criteria. Receiving almost twice as
many votes as “climate hysteria” was “environmental
pig”, the newly minted pejorative at the center of a
controversy over a “green” children's song last month –
but that, too, was disqualified. Democracy, it seems, has
its limits.

In case there was any doubt that the climate narrative is
being imposed from above, “climate hysteria” wasn’t
even the most popular choice to be given the 'un-

*
https://www.rt.com/op-ed/479143-climatehysteria-germany-unword-denial/

Happy 65th Birthday, dear Alfred Schaefer,
30 January 2020

Alfred Schaefer, Political Prisoner
JVA Landsberg
Hindenburgstraße 12
86899 Landsberg am Lech
GERMANY
------------------------

============================================

Alfred Schaefer sitzt für uns alle im Gefängnis, die wir
uns nach endlich FREIHEIT sehen - wirkliche Freiheit und
Selbstbestimmung für das Deutsche Volk und Vaterland!
– Gerhard Ittner.

Alfred und Monika Schaefer: "Wir müssen uns von der
Schuld befreien!" *https://youtu.be/ZSYnFl1nl-Y
Alfred Schaefer und Sylvia Stolz am Starnberger See
Über
eine
"heilbare
Krankheit":
*
https://youtu.be/wElv_f4TOj4
Alfred
Schaefer
auf
dem
Deixlfurter
See
Über
Lebensrettung
und
den
Unsinn
der
"politischen
Korrektheit" * https://youtu.be/UnB9fFGYogQ
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… WORK LIBERATES …
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